When should case-only designs be used for safety monitoring of medical products?
To assess case-only designs for surveillance with administrative databases. We reviewed literature on two designs that are observational analogs to crossover experiments: the self-controlled case series (SCCS) and the case-crossover (CCO) design. SCCS views the 'experiment' prospectively, comparing outcome risks in windows with different exposures. CCO retrospectively compares exposure frequencies in case and control windows. The main strength of case-only designs is they entail self-controlled analyses that eliminate confounding and selection bias by time-invariant characteristics not recorded in healthcare databases. They also protect privacy and are computationally efficient, as they require fewer subjects and variables. They are better than cohort designs for investigating transient effects of accurately recorded preventive agents, for example, vaccines. They are problematic if timing of self-administration is sporadic and dissociated from dispensing times, for example, analgesics. They tend to have less exposure misclassification bias and time-varying confounding if exposures are brief. Standard SCCS designs are bidirectional (using time both before and after the first exposure event), so they are more susceptible than CCOs to reverse-causality bias, including immortal-time bias. This is true also for sequence symmetry analysis, a simplified SCCS. Unidirectional CCOs use only time before the outcome, so they are less affected by reverse causality but susceptible to exposure-trend bias. Modifications of SCCS and CCO partially deal with these biases. The head-to-head comparison of multiple products helps to control residual biases. The case-only analyses of intermittent users complement the cohort analyses of prolonged users because their different biases compensate for one another.